NITROUS STINGER AND HORNET
PLATE TECHNOLOGY
BY DAVE VASSER

The 4150 and 4500 flanged intake manifolds are
among the most popular intake manifolds used in the
motorsports industry. For years the industry has produced nitrous injection plates to fit these intake manifolds with a one size fits all mentality. After extensive
testing within our Research and Development process
we have determined that the industry was mislead by
the one size fits all mentality.
We studied nitrous and fuel distribution from a wide
variety of different plate designs using various intake
manifolds and engine combinations. We were able to
determine the differences in plate designs will affect
atomization and distribution into the intake plenum.
The two most common plate designs in the nitrous
industry are spray bar style (Diagram 1) and perimeter
style discharge plates (Diagram 2). In order to understand the technology improvement Nitrous Outlet’s
Stinger and Hornet plates offer, you must first understand the discharge pattern and distribution issues with
other designs.

Diagram 1: Traditional Spray Bar Plate

Spray Bar Plate
Spray bar plates typically consist of an aluminum plate
with stainless or brass tubes plumbed from one side of
the plate to the other. The tubes have discharge holes
that spray into the intake plenum. Some modern plates
consist of a one piece design where the flow path is
machined into the aluminum plate. (Don’t be fooled it is
basically just a fancy spray bar.)

Diagram 2: Perimeter Spray Bar Plate
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Perimeter Plate
Perimeter discharge plates typically consist of an
aluminum plate with a flow channel machined into the
plate that flows around the perimeter (Diagram 4). The
flow channel has discharge ports that spray into the
intake plenum.
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Spray Bar Discharge Pattern Issues
Nitrous will enter the spray bars flow channel and collide into the opposite end of the channel creating
a buildup of pressure (Diagram 3). These style plates typically have a larger discharge volume out of
the discharge ports located at the end of the spray bar due to the buildup of pressure.
Some plate designs have attempted to address the buildup of pressure at the end of the spray bar by
utilizing a larger number of smaller exit holes throughout the spray bar, however these designs
typically discharge a larger volume out the center discharge holes (Diagram 4).

Diagram 3: Spray Bar Discharge Pattern Issues

Diagram 4: Spray Bar Discharge Pattern Issues

Diagram 5: Perimeter Discharge Pattern Issues
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Perimeter Plate Discharge Pattern Issues
Nitrous will enter the plate’s flow channel, dead head
into the channel’s back wall and then split into both
directions around the perimeter of the plate. These
style plates typically have a larger discharge volume
out of the discharge ports where the nitrous enters
and where the two flow paths collide on the opposite
side (Diagram 5).
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Improper Discharge Direction
With there being a wide variety of different intake manifold designs the placement of the upper
runner’s in the intake plenum varies. Cylinder to cylinder distribution can be greatly influenced by the
amount of volume discharging towards the intake runners.

Cylinder To Cylinder Distribution
As you increase the amount of nitrous into the intake plenum you may start to develop cylinders that
are richer/leaner or have more/less volume, this is usually the result of poor cylinder to cylinder distribution. A plate design that has an uneven discharge pattern, discharging towards the intake cylinders
will have greater issues with cylinder to cylinder distribution.

Perimeter Spray Pattern Distribution

NOTE: As you go through the plug reading and tuning process you may attempt to balance cylinder to cylinder
differences caused by a poor plate design, however something as simple as peddling the car can greatly change the
air pulses into the intake manifold altering the cylinder to cylinder distribution that you have tuned for.
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Spray Bar Discharge Pattern Distribution
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Revolutionizing the Nitrous Industry
with the Stinger and Hornet Plates
In 2014 Nitrous Outlet revolutionized the nitrous
industry with the release of the Stinger and Hornet
Nitrous Plate design. The goal was to design the
highest flowing, best performing single and dual
entry nitrous plate’s in the industry, while solving
distribution and tuning issues encountered with various engine and intake manifold combinations.
The first issue the Stinger addressed was the un
even discharge patterns commonly found in spay
bar and perimeter style nitrous plates (Diagram 8).

Diagram 8: Uneven Discharge of Perimeter and Spray Bar Plates

To resolve the discharge pattern issues Nitrous
Outlet designed the Stinger plate with a unique flow
path into a discharge cone located in the center of
the plate.

The second issue the Stinger addressed was the
improper discharge direction aggressively direct
downward into the plenum. Due to the wide variety of different runner placement in different intake
designs, cylinder to cylinder distribution is greatly influenced by the amount of volume being discharged
towards the intake runner. (For example you may
have 2 discharges aimed at number 8 cylinder while
on number 6 cylinder you have 1 discharges aimed
at it.) (Diagram 10)

Diagram 9: Stinger Plate and N2O Flow

Diagram 10: Uneven Discharge of Perimeter and Spray Bar Plates

The Stinger’s unique 360° discharge cone is designed to saturate the intake plenum allowing the
engine to do its natural job and pull the mixture in.
As a result the cylinder to cylinder distribution will
resemble the engines natural airflow distribution.
(Diagram 11)
Diagram 11: Side View of Stinger Plate and N2O Flow Intake
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Nitrous enters the plate flow channel, flows into the
Stinger cone’s flow channel, flowing down into the
tip of the discharge cone where the nitrous exits the
discharge ports from a 360° pattern. The end result
is a perfectly even discharge pattern into the center
of the intake plenum. (Diagram 9)
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Now that we understand how Nitrous Outlets Stinger plate technology greatly differs from the industry standard technology
it is time to cover another reason why the one size fits all mentality is wrong. The easiest way to explain this is by explaining
the different Stinger plate options and what intake combinations they were designed for.

Stinger 1
The Stinger 1 was our very first design. The Stinger 1
provides a max flow of 500hp, and is designed to saturate the incoming air flow by placing the discharge cone
at the top of the intake throat, discharging the nitrous
horizontally across the intake plenum in a 360° pattern.
The nitrous will mix into the air steam allowing the engine vacuum to pull it into the cylinder. This is a perfect
plate for intake manifolds that do not have a tall deck
height from the top of the runner to the carburetor flange.
We suggest using the Stinger 1 plate with intake manifolds that measure 1 3/4 “ or less from the top of the
intake runner to the carburetor flange.
Stinger 1 Specification:
Nitrous Entry:		

Single

Plate Thickness:

.750”

Discharge Pattern:
			

360 degree to evenly saturate
the intake plenum.

Discharge direction:

Horizontal exit from the cone.

Discharge Location:

5/8” under the intake flange

Atomization: 		
			
			
			
			

15 discharge ports (15 x 15).
Fuel on top, sprays down into
the Nitrous discharge. Engine
vacuum pulls mixture 		
into runner.

Jet Range:		

50-500

Max Flow:		

500 HP (1843 PPH)

The Stinger 2 provides a max flow of 634hp, and is
designed to saturate the incoming air flow by placing the
discharge cone at the top of the intake throat, discharging the nitrous horizontally across the intake plenum in a
360° pattern.
The nitrous will mix into the air steam allowing the engine vacuum to pull it into the cylinder. This is a perfect
plate for intake manifolds that do not have a tall deck
height from the top of the runner to the carburetor flange.
We suggest using the Stinger 2 plate with intake manifolds that measure 1 3/4 “ or less from the top of the
intake runner to the carburetor flange.
Stinger 2 Specification:
Nitrous Entry:		

Single

Plate Thickness:

.750”

Discharge Pattern:
			

360 degree to evenly saturate
the intake plenum.

Discharge direction:

Horizontal exit from the cone.

Discharge Location:

5/8” under the intake flange

Atomization: 		
			
			
			
			

16 discharge ports (16 x 16).
Fuel on top, sprays down into
the Nitrous discharge. Engine
vacuum pulls mixture
into runner

Jet Range:		

50-600

Max Flow:		

634 HP (2282 PPH)
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(Note: This plate is discontinued)

Stinger 2
The Stinger 2 is very similar to the Stinger 1 design. We
revised the internal passages and changed the number
of discharge locations to improve max flow volume.
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Stinger 3
The Stinger 3 provides a max flow of 688hp and is designed to work with intake manifolds that have a taller wall
height between the top of the intake runner to the carburetor flange.
The Stinger 3 cone protrudes down into the intake plenum
and discharges the mixture in a 360° pattern, 1 7/8 below
the carburetor flange. Unlike the Stinger 1 & 2 the Stinger
3 discharges are designed to discharge right above the
runner on intakes that measure 2 3/4” or more from the
top of the intake runner to the carburetor flange.
On intakes that measure 1 1/2” or less the discharge will
flow right into the intake runner.
Stinger 3 Specification:
Nitrous Entry:		

Single

Plate Thickness:

.750”

Discharge Pattern:
			

360 degree to evenly saturate
the intake plenum.

Discharge direction:

Stinger 4
The Stinger 4 provides a max flow of 644hp. The Stinger
4 is designed to work in conjunction with engine combinations that have airflow distribution issues that also
have intake manifolds with a taller wall height between
the top of the intake runner to the carburetor flange.
The Stinger 4 is very similar to the Stinger 2 however
the nitrous and fuel discharge port locations have been
swapped. The nitrous discharge ports are on top and
discharge at a 20° angle towards the corner intake runners and a 30° angle towards the center intake runners.
The stinger 4 is designed to saturate the intake plenum
with a 360° downward angle discharge pattern that will
not interrupt airflow into the intake plenum. We suggest
using the Stinger 4 plate with intake manifolds that measure 1 3/4 or more “ from the top of the intake runner to
the carburetor flange.
Stinger 3 Specification:
Single

Horizontal exit from the cone.

Plate Thickness:

.750”

Discharge Location:

1 7/8” under the intake flange

Atomization:		
			
			
			
			

16 discharge ports (16x16). Fuel
on top, sprays down into the 		
nitrous discharge. Distribution 		
into the engine is dictated by the
intake wall height noted above.

Discharge Pattern:
			

360 degree to evenly saturate
the intake plenum

Discharge direction:

Horizontal exit from the cone.

Discharge Location:

3/8” under the intake flange

Jet Range:		

50-680

Max Flow:		

688 HP (2476 PPH)

Atomization: 		
			
			
			

16 discharge ports (16x16).
Nitrous on top, sprays down into
the fuel discharge. Engine vac
uum pulls mixture into runner

Jet Range:		

50-640

Max Flow:		

644 HP (2318 PPH)
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Nitrous Entry:		
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NITROUS OUTLET HORNET PLATES
For the racers needing two stages or maximum flow capabilities through a single stage we created the dual entry Hornet
plates. These plates utilize the Stinger technology and provide the ability to be used as a dual stage plate or a single
stage plate with dual feed for maximum flow requirements.
Hornet GEN2
The Hornet 2 provides a max flow of 870hp, and is
designed to saturate the incoming air flow by placing the
discharge cone at the top of the intake throat, discharging the nitrous horizontally across the intake plenum in a
360° pattern.
The nitrous will mix into the air steam allowing the engine vacuum to pull it into the cylinder. This is a perfect
plate for intake manifolds that do not have a tall deck
height from the top of the runner to the carburetor flange.
We suggest using the Hornet 2 plate with intake manifolds that measure 1 3/4 “ or less from the top of the
intake runner to the carburetor flange. The Hornet 2 can
be used as a single stage plate with dual entry or a dual
stage plate.
Hornet GEN2 Specification:

Hornet GEN3
The Hornet 3 provides a max flow of 870hp and is
designed to work with intake manifolds that have a taller
wall height between the top of the intake runner to the
carburetor flange.
The Hornet 3 cone protrudes down into the intake
plenum and discharges the mixture in a 360° pattern,
1 7/8 below the carburetor flange. Unlike the Hornet 2
the Hornet 3 discharges are designed to discharge right
above the runner on intakes that measure 2 3/4” or more
from the top of the intake runner to the carburetor flange.
On intakes that measure 1 1/2” or less the discharge
will flow right into the intake runner. The Hornet 3 can
be used as a single stage plate with dual entry or a dual
stage plate.
Hornet GEN3 Specification:
Nitrous Entry:		

Dual

Stage:			

Single or Dual

Plate Thickness:

.750”

Discharge Pattern:
			

360 degree to evenly saturate 		
the intake plenum

Discharge direction:

Horizontal exit from the cone.

Discharge Location:

1 7/8” under the intake flange

16 discharge ports (16x16). Fuel
on top, sprays down into the 		
nitrous discharge. Engine vacu		
um pulls mixture into runner

Atomization: 		
			
			
			
			

16 discharge ports (16x16). Fuel
on top, sprays down into the 		
nitrous discharge. Distribution 		
into the engine is dictated by the
intake wall height noted above.

Jet Range:		

50-870

Jet Range:		

50-870

Max Flow:		

870 HP (3139 PPH)

Max Flow:		

870 HP (3139 PPH)

Dual

Stages:			

Single or Dual Stage

Plate Thickness:

.750”

Discharge Pattern:
			

360 degree to evenly saturate 		
the intake plenum.

Discharge direction:

Horizontal exit from the cone.

Discharge Location:

5/8” under the intake flange.

Atomization: 		
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Nitrous Entry:		
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NOTE:
Measuring the intake to choose the correct plate:
Using a tape measure, measure from where the top of the
intake runner meets the base of the plenum wall to the top of
the carburetor flange (Diagram 18).

Diagram 18: Measuring Intakes Correctly

Dry Firing:
We always suggest dry firing any nitrous plate on the intake
and checking the discharge pattern vs the intake runner design.
Different intake designs may require different plate designs.
(Diagram 19.)
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Diagram 19: Checking Nitrous Discharge Pattern
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